The stone rake has a simple and rigid construction which makes it easy to use and maintain. The machine is easy to change from working to transport position by tipping the drawbar
down and use the depth wheels as transport wheels. This
reduces the transport width to 2 m.

The hydraulic transmission ensures a problem-free operation
and minimizes the risk for damages when running over compact soil stones, because there is no gearboxes or transmission shafts that can be damaged.

The machine is equipped with 94 special
hardened teeth which easily can be replaced because of the simple assembly with
2 bolts.

Technical specifications

Dealer:

Working width ............................................ 4 m
Working depth .................................... 0-10 cm
Transport width .......................................... 2 m
Teeth nos. ........................................................94
Tyres ........................................... 500 x 8 - 6 pli
Weight...................................................... 900 kg
Required power ...................................... 60 HP
Working speed ................................... 3-5 km/h
Capacity ............................................ 0,5-1 Ha/h
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Stone Picker TS-1500

Thyregod’s stone rake is a good and economic supplement to a stone
picker, because it makes it possible to increase the capacity of the
stone picker in the first place by collecting the stones in strings with
the stone rake and then later to pick them up with the stone picker.

Thyregod Stone Rake - a good solution!
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